A New Leaf’s Family Support Services understands that stress and trauma can weigh heavily on a family, damaging healthy relationships. A New Leaf offers help, guidance, and education so that families can recover from challenging experiences and heal together.

This is why A New Leaf works to improve household stability and strengthen families through supportive, comprehensive programs that help families build positive dynamics and relationships. These programs are comprised of one-on-one support, rehabilitative services, education, visitation rights assistance, connection to resources, and other information and training.

Programs change over time according to best practices, and are primarily operated through the Arizona Department of Child Safety, or the Arizona Department of Economic Security. Through these comprehensive programs, supporting families at key moments in their journey toward healing and stability, A New Leaf is creating a healthier community for everyone.
family support services

Families are stronger when they are able to stay together and overcome challenges. Most households just need a little bit of help to restore healthy relationship dynamics, and that's what A New Leaf is committed to doing. Our counseling, classes, and support services are strengthening family bonds across the Valley.

Building Resilient Families Program | (602) 592-8193 | nyazdani@turnanewleaf.org
Addresses the needs of families to ensure stability in the home after interacting with the Department of Child Safety.

Family Connections | Offers services that promote household stability, parental assistance and guaranteed support in family unification.

Parent Aide | Provides parents and caregivers with services that improve adults' ability to fulfill parenting roles and responsibilities.

Supervised Visitation Only | Provides visitation for families whose children are placed in the legal custody of the Department of Child Safety.

Parents and Children Teaming Together | (480) 489-5580 | aabad@turnanewleaf.org
Provides in-home rehabilitative services for families with challenging needs.
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